Ventricular contraction is roughly proportional to the amount of calcium released from the Sarcoplasmic Reticulum (SR) during systole. While it is rather straightforward to measure calcium levels and contractibility under different physiological condition, the complexity of calcium handling during systole and diastole has made the prediction of its release at steady state impossible. Here we approach the problem analyzing the evolution of intracellular and extracellular calcium fluxes during a single beat which is away from homeostatic balance. Using an in-silico subcellular model of rabbit ventricular myocyte, we show that the high dimensional nonlinear problem of finding the steady state can be reduced to a two-variable general equilibrium condition where pre-systolic calcium level in the cytosol and in the SR must fulfill simultaneously two different equalities. This renders calcium homeostasis as a problem that can be studied in terms of its equilibrium structure, leading to precise predictions of steady state from single-beat measurements. We show how changes in ionic channels modify the general equilibrium as shocks would do in general equilibrium macroeconomic models. This allows us to predict when an enhanced entrance of calcium in the cell reduces its contractibility and explain why SERCA gene therapy, a change in calcium handling to treat heart failure, might fail to improve contraction even when it successfully increases SERCA expression.
Introduction distance in X-Y is the average distance between large clusters of RyR (40) or the 81 aggregation scales of smaller ones that we take to be 500 nm [29, 30] . 82 This model considers the diffusion of calcium ions between compartments of the 83 same CaRU, as well as diffusion between neighboring CaRUs; moreover, there are other 84 currents related to the dynamics of calcium buffers, thus differentiating between free 85 and attached-to-buffers calcium ions in the different compartments. Finally, there are 86 currents due to channels, exchangers or pumps. L-type calcium channels introduce 87 calcium, j LCC , in the dyadic space. Flux across RyR also goes into the dyadic from the 88 junctional SR, j RyR . SERCA pumps calcium j SrCa from the cytosol to the SR and the 89 Na + /Ca 2+ exchanger is considered to be in the membrane and t-tubules as LCC but 90 not close to it. We, therefore, consider that the exchanger flux, j N CX , is sensible to the 91 calcium gradient between extracellular calcium and calcium concentrations in the 92 subsarcolemma. The dynamics are deterministic except for the RyRs and LCCs which 93 are defined by internal markovian states and whose transitions are considered to be 94 stochastic. A detailed model of the states is described in the following sections. 95 The set of differential equations for Ca 2+ concentration in the different 96 compartments on each CaRU (where we have omitted the i, j, k−th superscripts 97 indexing the position of the CaRUs for simplicity) reads as follows, where we take 98 no-flux boundary conditions:
where j ds , j si , j tr represent internal diffusion currents and v d , v s , v i , v jsr and v sr 100 represent local volumes for dyadic space, subsarcolemma, cytosol, junctional SR and SR 101 respectively. We take the cytosolic volume to be half of the available space (0.25 µm 3 ) 102 given the presence of mitochondria which we neglect in this model. D s , D i and D sr are 103 the inter-CaRU diffusion constants for subsarcolemma, cytosol, and SR respectively. In 104 the case of subsarcolemmal diffusion, we consider that these volumes do not exist across 105 z-planes so (D s ) z = 0. Regarding D i and D sr , they are different from each other, slower 106 in the SR, but the same in all directions. Notice, however, that given that the 107 characteristic length is different across the z-plane direction, the characteristic time 108 scales of diffusion in the Z direction is different than in the X-Y direction.
109
The model spatial structure considers 3 different diffusive currents within a CaRU, 110 which depend only on the difference of Ca 2+ concentration among the affected 111 compartments with a given characteristic time of diffusion. These are: Diffusion 112 between dyadic junction and subsarcolemma, j ds = c d −cs τ d . Diffusion between 113 subsarcolemma and cytosol, j si = cs−ci τs . Diffusion between network and junctional 114 sarcoplasmic reticulum, j tr = csr−cjsr τtr . 115 The above equations have to be complemented with calcium buffers and the external 116 clamped potential which fixes an external pacing. In this model, the pacing of the 117 model is set by a periodic clamped action potential with a constant pacing period T and 118 an action potential duration APD. We define the membrane potential as
where t = t − nT , with n = 0, 1, 2...Voltage affects the calcium intake via LCC j LCC 120 since increases in voltage open the channel while extrusion of calcium via j N CX is 121 favored when voltage is down. The details of this volage-dependent will be described in 122 susequent sections.
123
The resulting intake of calcium each time voltage raises due to the opening of LCC 124 raises the probability of RyR2 to open, releasing calcium from the SR during the 125 depolarization of voltage (systole), the well-known Calcium-Induced Calcium-release 126 (CICR) mechanism, which then binds to TnC triggering contraction. Once the voltage 127 is repolarized calcium released from the SR is uptaken by SERCA back to the SR while 128 NCX is able to extrude the calcium which entered via LCC and contraction ceases. This 129 process happens probabilistically at each CaRU, resulting in an averaged behavior as 130 the one depicted in the third panel of Fig.1 . Average free calcium concentration values 131 in the cytosol raise and drop during one beat (calcium transient) while in the SR a 132 transient drop in the concentration of free calcium is followed by its recovery.
133
Regarding buffering we must stress that our model presents a very important 134 difference with previous models. We do not take fast-buffering approximations 135 anywhere since this leads to a loss in the conservation of mass in the dynamical 136 equations and it does not particularly slow down the code. Buffers are located by 137 construction in the cytosol and in the junctional SR. The above equations have to be 138 complemented with the equivalent equation for the calcium going into the buffers 139 dynamically as we will see in the next subsection. We have, surprisingly, not found any 140 discussion regarding the lack of conservation of mass in codes using fast-buffering 141 approximation described in the literature. In our analysis, it is critical to have an 142 algorithm that strictly conserves mass to all orders. This also leads us to consider jSR 143 to be the volume around the RyR where calsequestrin is present and to compute the 144 evolution of c jsr T OT , which includes both free calcium in jSR, c jsr and calcium attached 145 to calsequestrin in that compartment. The reason is that calsequestrin is the only buffer 146 that is fast enough to slow down the performance of the code if the attachment of 147 calcium to the buffer would be computed dynamically. Once the total amount of 148 calcium is computed in the jSR, this calcium is split between the free and buffered parts 149 using the fast-buffering approximation solving a quadratic equation. All the other 150 buffers have their own dynamical equation where the calcium taken out from its free 151 level goes to the calcium attached to the buffer as indicated.
152
Mass conservation in calcium models. Buffering.
153
Buffering currents in the model are present only in the cytosol and depend on binding 154 (k on ) and unbinding (k of f ) rates of calcium in the buffers b, and also on the 155 concentration of buffers, B b , and concentration of Ca 2+ bound to them, c b . These 156 currents are computed by adding the contribution of all the buffers in the compartment : 157
while Ca 2+ concentration attached to buffer b, c b follows the equation
where j b is the contribution of buffer b to the buffering current j buf fi . Notice that 159 we do not use the rapid buffering approximation in any of the buffers of the cytosol.
160
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The reason is that fast buffering approximation leads to a loss of mass in any type of 161 propagation algorithm we have considered. The lack of conservation of mass in models 162 with fast buffering approximation seems to be not known in the literature but it is clear 163 that any Euler algorithm does not conserve mass to all orders. Using fluxes we can 164 enforce with the Euler's algorithm that the exact amount of calcium that leaves one 165 compartment place is placed in another compartment, in a buffer or goes outside of the 166 cell. All in all, the changes in total calcium in the cell come exactly from the differences 167 between the calcium that enters the cell and the amount that leaves it.
168
The initial condition of calcium concentration attached to this buffer is taken as if it 169 was in equilibrium with free calcium concentration:
but it is let to evolve dynamically. 171 We consider five buffers in the cytosol. The buffering which is proper of the SERCA 172 pump, Calmodulin, buffers in the internal membrane structures (SLH), Tropomyosin C 173 (TnC) and the dye buffering which we take to be similar in properties to Fluo-4. We do 174 not take into account any buffer in the dyadic volume since they are considered to be 175 non-existent there and we neglect the effect of buffers in the subsarcolemma for 176 simplification.
177
Dynamics of buffering in the junctional sarcoplasmic reticulum in our model is 178 restricted to calsequestrin (CSQ) which is considered to have very fast dynamics and in 179 equilibrium. Thus, we need to obtain the free Ca 2+ concentration in jsr without using 180 the standard buffering approximation which does not conserve mass. At each time step 181 the total amount of calcium in the jsr c jsr T OT is obtained and then we consider fast 182 equilibrium approximation. Therefore
where B CSQ is the concentration of calsequestrin in the jsr and K CSQ its 184 dissociation constant. The free calcium concentration c jsr can be obtained solving the 185 quadratic equations: 
and z= V F RT emp , with V being the membrane voltage, F the Faraday constant, R the 198 ideal gas constant and T emp the temperature. for the open state, C1 and C2 for closed states, and I1 and I2 for inactivated states.
207
Here we track the state of each one of the channels using the length rule to establish a 208 transition between states with the uniformly distributed random number generator 209 RANMAR. The expression of this current reads:
where z is still z = V F RT emp and z m = 0.341zF . The transition rates depend on 211 voltage and Ca 2+ concentrations. Its dependence with voltage and parameters is 212 provided in the Supporting information S1 File.
213
Calcium release: RyR
214
The calcium release current, through RyR, is like a diffusive current, but depending not 215 only on the difference among c jsr and c d but also on the conductivity of RyR and, a 216 non-deterministic feature of the model, the number of these proteins in the open state 217 (O RyR ):
In each CaRU we consider a cluster of N RyR = 40 RyR, where each one of the 219 receptors can be in one of the 4 possible states as shown in the second panel of Fig.1 : O, 220 for the open state; C is the closed state, while I1 and I2 are two inactivated/terminated 221 states.
222
Their dynamics are treated stochastically as a function of transition rates k ss * , with 223 s the previous state and s * the state after the transition. At each time step, from the 224 current configuration of states, the next configuration is randomly chosen following a 
where K in = 50µM , K oc = 20µM and K jsr = 450µM .
233
Calcium uptake: SERCA pump 234 The current given by the SERCA pump is thermodynamically limited. It is considered 235 to depend only on Ca 2+ concentrations in cytosol and network SR.
where K i and K sr are half occupation binding constants, and ν up the maximum uptake 237 strength.
238
In the analysis of the paper regarding the effect of changes in SERCA in the calcium 239 transient, we change the value of ν up . This change mimics increases/decreases in the 240 number of pumps present in each of the CaRUs. This is related to the number of pumps 241 expressed in the SR membrane and should increase if SERCA therapy works properly. 242
Parameters of the rabbit model and its modified version 243 A full list of parameters of the rabbit model is provided in the appendix of the 244 Supporting information S1 File. Furthermore, this appendix also includes the changes 245 in the parameters of the modified rabbit model used in Fig. 2 . This modification of the 246 rabbit model allows us to show in the introduction that the effects of increasing the 247 conductivity of LCC can depend a lot on the animal model. We must stress that we 248 change the parameters of our rabbit model but not its structure. More specifically, our 249 modified rabbit model has different buffers in order to change the effect on the level 250 reached by calcium in the transient and a slightly reduced maximum SERCA uptake to 251 mimic a slight reduction in its expression.
252

Results
253
We proceed to demostrate that a bi-dimensional general equilibrium approach provides 254 the proper framework to understand and predict intracellular calcium levels at 255 steady-state. We show that the actual homeoastatic calcium level observed in an 256 in-silico rabbit ventricular model can be predicted using a dramatic reduction of 257 dimensionality, where the general equilirium of thousands of variables is effectively, given 258 the charactersitics of the problem, reduced into a general equilibrium of two variables, 259 namely, the level of free calcium in the cytosol and the level of free calcium in the SR. 260
General equilibrirum 261
As described in the methods section, we consider a subcellular compartmental model of 262 calcium handling, dividing the cell into Calcium Release Units (CaRUs), each 263 incorporating a cluster of RyRs and of LCC, whose gating follows a Markov chain, 264 solved stochastically. Let us denote the current of calcium that goes into the cell through the LCC channels associated with the ith CaRU as j i LCC . The average flux of 266 calcium entering the cell via LCC J LCC (mol/s) is:
where N is the number of CaRUs in the cell. Integrating during the period T we obtain 268 the total amount of calcium that enters/intrudes the cell during one beat:
We can define similarly the average flux of calcium that leaves/extrudes the cell via the 270 Na-Ca exchanger J N CX and the total amount of calcium that leaves the cell ∆Q out . so that at steady state (ss) we have:
The total amount of calcium released via RyR2 from the SR to the cytosol, ∆Q rel , and 279 the total calcium uptaken by SERCA, ∆Q up , can be equally defined from the average 280 fluxes of all individual RyR clusters, J RyR , and SERCA pumps, J SrCa :
In steady state, the amount of calcium in the SR must be constant, leading to
As stated before, ventricular myocytes reproduce consistent average behavior.
283
Therefore, fluxes in Eqs. (22), (24) depend on the relevant spatial average variables φ i 284 (see the SM for the list of average variables which define our cell model) and not on 285 their spatial distribution.
286
Except for average calcium concentrations, all the average quantities that define the 287 state of the cell under voltage-clamped conditions have relaxation time scales which are 288 shorter than the fastest pacing period reached. This typically goes from 289 T min = 300 − 400 ms in humans to T min = 150 − 200 ms in rats. With this in mind, we 290 notice that LCC, exchanger, SERCA and buffer characteristic time scales are typically 291 faster than T min . Recovery times of the RyR2 are probably around 100 ms, safely below 292 T min for most species.
293
Thus, we claim that it is possible to do a separation of time scales, such that the 294 dynamics of the homeostatic process occurs in a slow manifold, where the dynamics of 295 the fast variables slaves to that of the slow variables (or order parameters, in synergetic 296 terminology [33]). We, thus, divide the variables into fast, φ f ast , and slow, φ slow . The 297 latter equilibrate in a time scale of several beats. At each individual beat, however, the 298 former attain their equilibrium values, that will depend on the state of the slow 299 variables, so φ n f ast = h(φ n slow ). This leads us to the conclusion that the surface which 300 determines homeostasis suffers a huge effective reduction of its dimensionality since 301 memory is mainly eliminated by the external pacing. Flows in one beat are then 302 determined only by the diastolic free SR concentration c sr and cytosolic concentrations 303 c i , that act as slow variables, such that at steady state we have:
∆Q rel (c ss sr , c ss i ) = ∆Q up (c ss sr , c ss i )
These are two equilibrium conditions for two independent global average variables. If 305 a steady state exists, it corresponds to the simultaneous fulfillment of the two global 306 equilibrium conditions. Alternatively, the solution to these equations may either not 307 exist or, if it does, be unstable, corresponding to, for instance, alternans or chaotic 308 behavior. In this paper, we address the first scenario with a stable fixed point.
309
Validation 310 From Eqs. (25), (26) we can predict the average diastolic calcium level at steady-state 311 from measurements away from steady-state. Figs 3 and 4 sketch the basic procedure to 312 predict the steady state from single beat measurements. We simulate the evolution of 313 calcium concentrations, c i and c sr , during one single beat, taking different initial 314 calcium diastolic values (i.e. different initial conditions), with all the local variables 315 unrelated to calcium concentrations set initially at their fast-equilibrium approximation. 316 From this evolution we can compute how much calcium leaves the SR, ∆Q rel , or enters 317 the SR, ∆Q up , during this beat, and repeat the calculation for a different initial 318 condition. This gives new values of ∆Q rel and ∆Q up . If we repeat this procedure for 319 multiple combinations of initial values of c i and c sr we can reconstruct the dependence 320 of the currents with the diastolic calcium concentrations. We obtain the functions 321 ∆Q rel (c sr , c i ) and ∆Q up (c sr , c i ), which are nothing else than surfaces in a diastolic 322 calcium concentration space as shown in Fig. 3 . 323 Fig 3. Schematics of the procedure to reconstruct one of the nullclines of the system The nullcline corresponds to the partial equilibrium where the intake of calcium into the SR equals its release. The main central graph reproduces total release ∆Q rel and uptake ∆Q up as a function of the initial free concentrations in the cytosol c i (t = 0) and SR c SR (t = 0). The nullcline is determined by the line where both surfaces cross. For each initial conditions, one single transient is simulated and the release J RyR and uptake J SrCa computed and shown in the upper graphs. The integrated values are indicated in the bar graph below and then placed as elements of the surface. The whole surface is constructed by reproducing this procedure with multiple different initial calcium concentrations where all other initial variables are in their fast equilibrium approximation.
The line where both surfaces cross (see ∆Q rel = ∆Q up in Fig. 3 ), or g-nullcline, 324 fulfills the partial equilibrium indicated by Eq. (25). To obtain the partial equilibrium 325 given by Eq. (26) we construct the surfaces for ∆Q in (c sr , c i ) and ∆Q out (c sr , c i ) using 326 the same procedure indicated in Fig. 3 . The line where they cross is the f-nullcline, 327 which represents the equilibrium condition that at steady state the same amount of 328 calcium that enters the cell must leave it. The point where both nullclines intersect 329 gives us the concentration of diastolic calcium which fulfills both equilibrium conditions. 330 This sets the steady state, i.e., it predicts the diastolic homeostatic calcium level and its 331 internal distribution between the SR and cytosol of the cell. (1): The first two surfaces indicate the total amount of calcium entering ∆Q in and leaving ∆Q out the cell, computed following the same procedure explained in Fig. 3 . Below we compute the surfaces corresponding to release and uptake of calcium from the SR. On the right, we plot the two nullclines that correspond to the crossing of the previous surfaces. The f-nullcline is the set of initial c i and c sr where ∆Q in = ∆Q out while the g-nullcline corresponds to the crossing between release ∆Q rel and uptake ∆Q up . The point where both nullclines cross gives the steady state of the system (c i , c SR ) where concentrations return to the same pre-systolic values after a stimulation. Panel (2): Steady state from single beat measurements at 2 Hz described in the top panel with modification of the rabbit model where the conductivity of LCC is increased. The prediction of the steady state obtained from the global equilibrium as a function of the LCC conductivity fits perfectly the computed steady-state obtained after letting the system evolve for 100 beats.
We have checked that the prediction given by the crossing of the nullclines agrees 333 perfectly with the calcium concentration values obtained letting the system evolve to 334 steady-state (bottom panel of Fig. 4 ).This agreement confirms the validity of the 335 reduction in dimensionality. This reduction is not at all trivial. It comes from the fact 336 that average values are not very sensible to the inherent noise of the system in ventricle 337 myocytes and that the processes involved in calcium handling have time scales which 338 are faster than the pacing period. Regarding calcium homeostasis, each period of the 339 system provides a global reset of the fast variables leaving only the slow concentration 340 variables in play. We provide further information regarding this point in the Supporting 341 information S1 File where we show that the total calcium concentrations in the cell and 342 the SR can also be treated as the key analytical variables instead of free calcium 343 concnetrations. The reason is that free calcium concentrations and total calcium 344 concentrations can be related one-to-one, in a general equilibrium framework, using the 345 fast-buffering approximation.
346
Discussion
347
Our key result has deep implications for the analysis of cardiomyocyte contractibility. 348 We can use this framework to infer how the cell behavior will be modified upon a 349 change in channel properties or the increase of buffers levels. More specficially, we can 350 use the insights from bi-dimensional general equilibrium problems from other fields and 351 understand the anti-intuitive response of cells to changes at the channel level, as 352 described in the introduction. We will focus our discussion on changes in SERCA 353 function given its possible relevance to understand gene therapy failure. We will show 354 that, in terms of shocks, as they are normally called in the literature, a change of 355 SERCA strength is actually a double shock. With this realization in mind we proceed 356 to unveil and discuss a physiological mechanism for SERCA gene therapy failure where, 357 even in the case of SERCA improved function, calcium transient and contractibility are 358 not improved.
359
General shocks 360 Analysis of stability based on partial equilibrium conditions is common in other fields, 361 as macroeconomics. In fact, this framework can be mapped one-to-one to the Saving, leading to the IS curve, equal to our f-nullcline. The equivalent of our g-nullcline 370 involves the interest rates and output for which the money market is in equilibrium.
371
There, a shock is a sudden change in the curves that determine equilibrium. In our 372 case, a change in the conductivity or the property of a particular receptor or the 373 strength of SERCA/NCX is a shock that changes the four surfaces corresponding to the 374 four fluxes. If the shock were only to affect strongly the surfaces related to the release 375 and uptake of calcium from the SR (as sketched in the first panel of Fig. 5 ), then just 376 the g-nullcline would shift position. From this shift and the slope of the f-nullcline we 377 can predict the effect of the shock. For example, if the uptake of calcium is raised 378 (increasing the ∆Q up surface) then the g-nullcline will shift down. Given that, in this 379 example, the slope of the f-nullcline is negative, the downward shift of the g-nullcline will 380 move the crossing of the two nullclines, and the steady state, to higher c sr and lower c i . 381 Fig 5. Shocks in general equilibrium models. Change in SERCA uptake is a two-nullcline shock Panel (1): We show a hypothetical change in the cell that only affects one of the four surfaces. This produces a change in one of the nullclines. As an example, we pick an increase of the ∆Q up surface. This leads to a shift of the g-nullcline to the right compared with the previous case, resulting in a lower diastolic level in the cytosol but larger in the SR. Panel (2): Effect of changing the maximum uptake of the SERCA pump from 0.15 µ M/ms to 0.3 µ M/ms in our rabbit model. Increasing the function of SERCA does not only affect the g-nullcline, expected since the uptake is larger, but also affects how well the exchanger works shifting also the f-nullcline to the right. The end result is similar to the previous case.
However, as we proceed to describe in the next sections, changes in key functioning 382 elements of calcium homeostasis normally affect two or all four of the surfaces. To be 383 specific, we are going to consider a change in SERCA function.
384
Consequences of shocks 385 We aim to understand how an increase in SERCA function affects the homeostatic state 386 and whether it systematically leads to improved calcium transients and contraction. We 387 will model this increase in SERCA function with an increase in its maximum uptake 388 rate v up and proceed to answer a simple question. Will a change of SERCA function 389 always lead to larger/broader calcium transients?
390
Change in SERCA function is a double shock 391 We observe that changes in v up affect not only the surface directly related with the 392 uptake ∆Q up , but also ∆Q out . Thus, a change in SERCA function is a double shock, 393 since it changes two nullclines, as shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 5 . The reason is 394 rather intuitive. A change in the uptake does not have a strong effect in the behavior of 395 the LCC channels and hardly changes the release, but a more efficient SERCA reduces 396 quickly cytosolic calcium levels, which reduces the efficiency of the exchanger. The effect 397 is that the shock associated with larger uptake moves both nullclines to the right. Given 398 the structure of the nullclines, shown in Fig. 5 , where the f-nullcline has a negative increases monotonically, while the level in the cytosol decreases also monotonically (left 402 of the first panel of Fig. 6 ). In the Supporting information S1 File, we show that the 403 total amount of calcium in the cell, this is, the sum of calcium in the cytosol and SR, 404 increases slightly as we increase the SERCA uptake given that the increase in calcium in 405 the SR compensates a reduction of calcium levels in the cytosol. While the increase in 406 SR load depends on the slope of the nullclines, whether pre-systolic calcium in the 407 cytosol increases or decreases depends on how far both nullclines move with the shock. 408 Thus, the fact that the nullclines cross at lower cytosolic calcium is not a structural 409 result but it depends on the particulars of the system. (1): Dependence of pre-systolic values of free calcium concentrations in the SR and in the cytosol at steady state with maximum uptake of SERCA pump v up in the rabbit model. On the right, the relative increase of calcium during the calcium transient as a function as a function of the maximum SERCA uptake ν up . We take 100% to be the trasnient with the standard ν up = 0.5 µM/ms. Panel (2): We present the same graphs as in the first panel but for a cell where the single channel conductivity of the RyR has been reduced. In this situation, the calcium transient is always lower than before and it does not improve as the uptake of SERCA is larger.
The shift of the nullclines due to the increase in SERCA function is a quantification 411 of how SERCA interacts with the exchanger and, indirectly, via changes in the release, 412 with the LCC. A faster SERCA uptake reduces the ability of the exchanger to extrude 413 calcium since SERCA pushes down calcium in the cytosol faster during diastole, making 414 the gradient of calcium between the cytosol and extracellular space larger (see Fig. 7 ). 415 Given that the exchanger does not work as well with a large gradient in calcium, one 416 would think that it would extrude less calcium. However, this cannot be the case. Since 417 ∆Q in is a rather flat surface, calcium entering via LCC, as SERCA increases, remains 418 roughly unchanged. Thus, to reach equilibrium, calcium extruded by the exchanger has 419 to remain almost constant too. The only possibility is that the system reaches a 420 different homeostatic equilibrium in which the release and calcium transient adapt so 421 that the exchanger can extrude the same as it did before the shock. In thick boxes steps that happen in all models. The filled-in arrows linking boxes indicate a necessary consequence. For example, a sudden increase in maximum SERCA uptake does not change initially the LCC or the release but it affects the uptake of calcium to the SR and the NCX function. This necessarily leads to a state of calcium unbalance that must be rebalanced again. Without boxes, we show steps that are particular of this failure mechanism. Similarly, non-filled arrows represent possible outcomes that depend on the model and lead to smaller transients. In a thin box, a step which is general and particular at the same time. As indicated in the thin box, homeostasis will always fix and rebalance the system, however, the particulars of how this is done are not universal. They depend on the nullcline structure and reaction to shocks. It is not universal that nullclines will dictate an increase in both the cytosol and the SR. Actually, in a healthy rabbit, it loads the cell by increasing a lot the SR while diminishing cytosolic calcium levels. In this failure scheme, it loads both.
The resulting changes in the calcium transient when we increase the maximum 423 SERCA uptake at steady-state are summarized on the right graph of the first panel in 424 Figure 6 . The transient amplitude must change if diastolic cytosolic calcium decreases. 425 We observe that the peak of calcium transient barely changes, but given that the 426 minimum of the transient decreases, the amplitude raises appreciably. The end result is 427 that in this animal model, a higher v up increases the contractibility of the cell, given the 428 larger transient.
429
Physiological mechanism for SERCA gene therapy failure 430 Now we aim to answer a simple question. Will a change of SERCA function always lead 431 to larger/broader calcium transients? For that, we will reproduce a possible 432 malfunction. Given that there are calcium-binding proteins which affect both SERCA 433 and RyR [19], we consider a rabbit cell where the conductivity of the RyR is reduced Fig. 6 shows, there are crucial differences with the wild-type scenario, mainly 438 that the calcium transient is actually reduced leading to lower contraction when SERCA 439 maximum uptake is increased.
440
Given that the structure of the nullcline is the same, increasing the SERCA uptake 441 in the RyR2 modified rabbit cell leads to higher diastolic SR load (see Fig. 7 ). However, 442 as shown in the left graph of the second panel in Fig. 6 , higher v up leads to an increase 443 of the diastolic cytosolic calcium. The reason is that, in this case, the shift in the 444 f-nullcline is larger than in the g-nullcline (see SM for details). Given that, now the 445 exchanger works more efficiently. On the other hand, the surface ∆Q in is very flat, so 446 the calcium influx remains almost constant. This means that the exchanger has to 447 extrude roughly the same amount of calcium no matter what the SERCA uptake is.
448
This directly leads to a decrease of the transient, as shown at the graph on the right of 449 the second panel in Fig. 6 . Actually, both the minimum is increased and the maximum 450 is reduced at steady-state, leading to a strongly reduced transient, exactly the opposite 451 of the wild-type case.
452
The sketch of the physiological mechanism for SERCA gene therapy failure is 453 described in detail in Fig. 7 where a clear distinction is made between the conclusions of 454 our analysis which would hold for any type of cell and those which are dependent on the 455 model and the specific properties of the general equilibrium achieved. Upon an increase 456 in SERCA uptake, all cells will not, initially, change its calcium intake via LCC and 457 release via RyR. However, the NCX will be affected by a larger gradient in calcium 458 leading to a reduction in its function. The system is no longer in equilibrium and must 459 rebalance loading calcium. This change in calcium levels affects all elements of calcium 460 handling, including those that were not initially affected: intake and release. The 461 specifics of how this increase in calcium is distributed depends on the particulars of the 462 general equilibrium state of the cell. The slope of the nullclines will determine if SR will 463 be more loaded as it is normally the case. The effect of the shock on the nullclines will 464 determine whether cytosolic calcium is increased, because the cell will load until NCX 465 function is restored thanks to a reduced gradient, or decreased, in case the NCX 466 function is restored thanks to a larger transient provided by a more loaded SR. Both are 467 perfectly possible outcomes of the shifts in the nullclines given the shock given to the 468 cell.
469
Conclusion 470
Detailed models of calcium handling have been able to reproduce spatiotemporally 471 complex behavior as discordant alternans [35] or calcium waves [36, 37] , and have been 472 used, for instance, to understand the onset of alternans as a synchronization transition [38] . Surprisingly given the complexity of the dynamics, the equilibrium 474 conditions can be obtained using, as in very simple models, average variables and 475 balance of fluxes in the cytosol and the SR. This result is not trivial. It requires that all 476 internal variables, except cytosolic and SR calcium, equilibrate at the time scale of the 477 pacing period. Also, that all CaRUs behave on average as the averaged variable, to 478 prevent the appearance of intracellular inhomogeneities with different behavior.
479
As we have discussed earlier in this paper, this dimensionality reduction is not 480 uncommon in other complex systems. We understand the equilibrium point as 481 satisfying two partial equilibrium conditions: calcium in and out of the cell and of the 482 SR must balance. We can then use this description to understand the effects of shocks, 483 i.e., changes in parameters that result in shifts in the curves denoting the partial 484 equilibrium conditions. We observe that the effect of the shocks can be very different 485 depending on the form of these curves. This is, the same recipe may have very different 486 outcomes depending on the state of the system. In our ventricular model, these shocks 487 may produce counterintuitive results. As, for instance, a decrease in SR calcium 488 concentration as the strength of the LCC channels is increased. This can be well 489 understood with the shifts in the partial equilibrium curves. Clearly, a further 490 investigation of what determines the slope of the curves and how they depend on species 491 or underlying pathologies should be undertaken.
